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objective external assessment has
taken the place of sensitivity to
human speech”. Instead, he sug-
gests “an investment in dialogue
and a curiosity about the logic of
a [psychotic] person’s world…can
offer a possibility of change” and
can “help the psychotic person do
what they have been trying to do
all their lives, create a safe space
in which to live”.
This sounds wonderful, but
part of the problem is that many
of the analysts that Leader refers
to have done a great deal to
undermine our ability to be sensi-
tive to human speech. Freud, after
all, quickly came to deny that the
abuse patients told him about had
actually happened, transmuting
their accounts into Oedipal
myths. It was this in part that led
to the crisis that gave rise to the
brain scanning and drug treat-
ments that Leader now decries,
and helped create the ghetto of
biological psychiatry with its
bio-babble, and the dynamic
therapies ghetto with its psycho-
babble, with no one able to speak
across the divide.
When an analyst writes as
well as Leader, there is hope. He
picks a compelling vehicle – the
madness that often lies beneath
the apparent normality of every-
day life. This madness is not a
matter of trivial eccentricity; he
tackles frank psychosis. His
descriptions of individual madness
are eloquent; but then so too
were the descriptions of sin in the
Malleus Maleficarum, the 15th-
century treatise on witches. The
problem here is that when we are
asked to take on trust a model
developed by analysts such as
Jacques Lacan as to how these
psychoses arise, the same difficul-
ties arise as would for anyone
attempting to use the Malleus
Maleficarum – both require
commitment to a belief system.
We have now reached a circle
in Hell where terrible things
happen in physical treatments
but doctors and patients cannot
believe the evidence of their own
eyes – a world where we really
do need to restore sensitivity to
human speech. This is a world
where controlled trials, rather
than Freud, have undercut our
abilities to believe patients to the
extent that people injured by
treatment are routinely told that
the treatment has not caused their
injuries even when company
documents record the treatment
as the cause of the problem.
We have close to a mass
psychosis when articles in the
BMJ, seen by tens of thousands
of readers, that show an increased
risk of suicide on Prozac are used
to justify claims that Prozac poses
no risk of suicide. A world in
which doctors could do with a
training in defence mechanisms in
order to recognise when they trap
patients suffering from treatment
into medical versions of Stock-
holm syndrome, or to recognise
the delegated narcissism that leads
them and others to turn bureau-
crats in the regulatory apparatus
into parental figures. The times
call for a Divided Self. What Is
Madness? is probably not that
book.
David Healy is professor of
psychiatry, Cardiff University, and
author of Mania: A Short History
of Bipolar Disorder (2008).
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In 1900 the highest paid livingwriter, and the most notorious,was Marie Corelli. Her 1893
novel Barabbas: A Dream of the
World’s Tragedy went through 54
editions in her lifetime, sold more
than 150,000 copies, and was
translated into every European
language and even Hindustani
and Gujurati. Despite hostile
reviews, she sold about 100,000
volumes a year (in contrast to
H.G. Wells’ modest 15,000)
and was “the most successful
novelist in Britain” from 1893 to
the First World War, counting
Queen Victoria among her fans.
In 1956 Cyril Connolly dismissed
her as “unbearable and unread-
able”, and just over half a century
later she is unread, except by
a handful of scholars including
Simon Goldhill.
Overblown, overheated, sensa-
tionalist and the most purple of
purple prose writers, Corelli has
not worn well, but for Goldhill
her work is essential to an under-
standing of national identity and
religious crisis in 19th-century
England: novels such as Barabbas
are at the centre of “a striking
dynamic…between theological
debate, popular fiction, and politi-
cal change”. Nineteenth-century
historical fiction played a central
role in the development of the
“imaginary of racism” – in partic-
ular anti-Semitism – and was at
the heart of the challenge to
orthodox religious belief. Here,
Goldhill reveals how appropria-
tions of the classical past are in
“dynamic and creative tension”
with such failures of cultural
memory and places cultural
history at the centre of studies
of the reception of the Classics.
This “backward glance” also
challenges the traditional teleol-
ogy of modernism.
For Mrs Humphry Ward,
author of the highly influential
1888 novel Robert Elsmere, it
was ancient history rather than
evolution that proved the biggest
threat to the religious self: not
Darwin, then, but “the education
of the historic sense”; and it is
significant that Robert Elsmere’s
crisis, along with that of his
creator, is initiated by the close
study of history “in those cen-
turies which lie near the birth of
Christianity”. In this immensely
scholarly, highly entertaining and
broad-ranging study, Goldhill
addresses precisely this “educa-
tion of the historic sense” through
the Classical paintings of J.W.
Waterhouse; the presentation and
reception of Sappho in paintings
by Lawrence Alma-Tadema,
Charles-Auguste Mengin, Jacques-
Louis David and Simeon
Solomon; the revolutionary classi-
cism of Gluck’s operas and the
anti-Semitic Hellenism of Wagner.
However, the bulk of Goldhill’s
study focuses on the reception and
representation of the Classical and
early Christian world in historicis-
ing theological works such as F.W.
Farrar’s Life of Christ and Eric, or
Little by Little (which he claims
as “the generic foundation of
Harry Potter”) and the profusion
of Victorian novels set in the
Greek and Roman worlds – in
particular the Roman Empire of
early Christianity. In the period
between 1820 and the First World
War, more than 200 novels on
Roman themes were published
[query: in the UK?]. Some were by
canonical writers such as Charles
Kingsley, [Wilkie?] Collins, Bulwer
Lytton and Walter Pater. Others
such as Quo Vadis, Ben Hur and
The Sign of the Cross, whose
authors are largely forgotten, have
survived thanks to the theatre and
the film industry.
Goldhill analyses this remark-
able genre in relation to four
linked contexts: the religious
battle for hearts and minds; the
construction of a nationalist
history and a national identity;
education and the place of schol-
arship in understanding the past;
and, finally, politics. Through the
exploration of these “intricately
enmeshed” areas of 19th-century
regimes of knowledge and repre-
sentation, Goldhill reveals the
“grounding paradox” of his thesis
on the prominence of Classics in
the Victorian public arena: its role
in bolstering British institutional
and intellectual conservatism and,
conversely, its challenge to the
very structures it appears to serve.
Classics was “a visionary, revolu-
tionary subject” and central to the
modern sexual revolution. Homo-
sexuality was linked to Greek
idealism and the figure of Sappho
also provided a model for lesbian
desire, although Goldhill is more
reticent on this area of female
sexual liberation. The study ends
with a coda examining how Andy
Warhol’s Male Nude (date query)
references the Victorians’ engage-
ment with the past, to demon-
strate the pervasive presence of
classical antiquity within procla-
mations of modernity.
This book will appeal to Classi-
cists and scholars of reception
theory, popular culture, Victorian
art and opera, 19th-century theo-
logical debate and the formation
of national identity through the
novel of Empire in the longest of
“long” 19th centuries. Indeed,
Goldhill’s timescale – 1760-2010
– offers a new and contentious
definition of the term “Victorian”,
stretching from Gluck to the near-
present day.
Jane Thomas is senior lecturer
in English, University of Hull.
She is author of Thomas Hardy,
Femininity and Dissent (1999),
Thomas Hardy and Desire:
Conceptions of the Self (in press)
and “Icons of Desire: The
Classical Statue in Later Victorian
Literature”, Yearbook of English
Studies, July 2010.
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Fafner und Siegfried, Sieg-fried und Fafner,” singsMime in Siegfried, gleefully
anticipating the deaths of both.
Perhaps there are a few (Baroque-
and/or contemporary-inclined?)
opera lovers who long for the
twilight of “Verdi und Wagner”;
many more, however, would
elevate one composer born in
1813 above the other. Peter
Conrad addresses that constitu-
ency on behalf of those adapting
the “und” from Tristan und
Isolde to unite twin peaks of
19th-century opera.
Conrad opens with an arresting
image of two, separated busts in
Venice’s Giardini Pubblici. How-
ever, the anticipated union never
quite materialises, although we
“
take in amusing vignettes such as
George Bernard Shaw suggesting
that Henri Bergson, champion of
instinct over intelligence, should
direct Il Trovatore. Indeed, tales
of reception often prove more
illuminating than treatment of
life and work. Conrad barely
addresses the music beyond
descriptions such as “a yelping
exchange of high notes, including
two high Cs from Isolde”: a seri-
ous drawback when discussing
men who were first and foremost
composers. It is notoriously diffi-
cult to write about music, its
structure and its meaning for
non-musicians; it remains neces-
sary to try.
Sometimes the comparative
framework drives Conrad too
hard to discern discrepancy,
agreement concerning a sunken
orchestral pit coming to indicate
a practical-mystical distinction.
Verdi’s description of “musicians
in tailcoats and white ties…
jumbled in the sightline with the
Egyptians, Assyrians or Druids
onstage” as “absurd” actually
complements utterances from
Wagner, who, steeped in German
idealism, unsurprisingly cast his
argument in more metaphysical
terms.
Farther-flung comparisons seem
strained: “Siegfried imitates…[the
Woodbird’s] song, like Rameau
who mimicked a hen’s pecking…
or Messiaen…in his Catalogue
d’oiseaux.” What to conclude,
beyond the likelihood that the
writer also knows two French
composers? More seriously, there
is misrepresentation in an unspeci-
fied connection posited between
the necessity of fundraising and
Conrad’s claim that “Wagner was
no anarchist”. For a crucial
period of his life, “anarchist”
justly describes this reader of
Proudhon and comrade-in-arms
of Bakunin. Verdi’s counter-
pointed, reluctant participation
in Italian civic life has no bearing
on that either way.
Lists are presented as substi-
tutes for analysis and argument.
Comparisons come thick and fast,
often arbitrary, even somewhat
homespun: “Verdi’s longing was
for rootedness, stability, not the
heaving Wagnerian flux that gave
[Eduard] Hanslick qualms.” For
all Conrad’s undeniable richness
of reference, we expect more than
a final acknowledgement that
the Venetian statues will never
quite exchange glances.
The scales, moreover, are per-
sistently tilted towards “human-
ist” Verdi: “Wagner was a drug”,
whereas Verdi was “a tonic”.
Verdi’s music “is good for us”;
Wagner’s is, contra Nietzsche,
simply not harmful. Whereas
Verdi addresses love, Wagner
trades in (mere) eroticism – even
though Tristan surely stands
after Così fan tutte as the most
devastating indictment of Roman-
tic love. Even Verdi’s viewing
opera as the means to transform
a self-styled peasant – his father
was an innkeeper – into a million-
aire is preferred to Wagner’s
revolutionary-socialist opposition
to capitalism. Moreover, Wagner
“had no shame” in asking others
for money, yet Verdi’s “respect for
avarice in others” was “healthy”.
Pretence at balance vanishes
with generalisations such as:
“Germans are troubled by
Wagner because they feel dis-
graced by him. Italians are trou-
bled by Verdi for a different
reason: they feel unworthy of
him.” Clearly Conrad and I know
different Germans. Often “trou-
bled”, certainly “problematised”,
but “disgraced”? Even smaller
German companies are moved to
stage Wagner more regularly than
our British houses, so in thrall to
Verdi and Italian opera.
Conrad is entitled to weigh
Wagner in the balance and find
him wanting. Impartiality may
prove not only impossible but
undesirable – or worse, uninterest-
ing. Doubting Thomases from
either camp remain unlikely to
be convinced.
Mark Berry is lecturer in music,
Royal Holloway, University of
London. He is author of
Treacherous Bonds and Laughing
Fire: Politics and Religion in
Wagner’s “Ring” (2006).
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What is Madness? beginsbeautifully, echoing R.D.Laing’s 1960 manifesto
The Divided Self, with references
to European (and especially
French) thinkers that few of its
readers may be familiar with,
disparaging references to Emil
Kraepelin, catatonia and dementia
praecox, and a central claim that
the apparently normal may be
madder than the apparently mad.
Browsing four or five pages any-
where in this book would fasci-
nate almost everyone; tackling
10 to 15 pages would begin to
lose some of us; having to read all
300-plus would lose most of us.
The message is summarised at
the end, where Darian Leader
suggests that a crucial line has
been crossed when biologically
oriented researchers ask for brain
scans to validate the internal life
of the patient – “the illusion of
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